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Where is the 6:30 collection made from?
0800 616430 calls who?
What’s the sign of a great pint?
When were the Crosses restored?
What’s the place to relax, enjoy and refresh?
If you stand around mixed up, this clue could “BE BLOCS”.
In the alley keep eyes to the ground - what type of music can be found?
In what year did Jane Austen’s heroine die?
“LOLA SHOT AN ICON” – in what year?
In 1938 what was suspended again?
Who were “eager” to make a donation?
What year were fragments moved for greater safety?
Would you pluck one from a Flamingo?
Santa has lots of entrances to this ancient vestibule.
Let’s not spout on about it, but when was it re-sited?
No putting what up pole 881?
Did the “SAME GROTTY CATS” live here?
To whom do you report a fault?
What did the Arachnid leave at No 21?
Rebuild “GOLDEN TIT CAGES”.
Pump up the Latin inscription for these three words?
What changes in the Winter?
The French would call it “La Maison du Gateau”.
Who is the principal Dentist? THIS CLUE NOT COUNTED
When was number 10 first built?
Cinderella might run back here, or even Wilson Picket?
Was this small house bought for a snip?
Don’t get driven up it – what may prevail on earth?
If “ALI MARRYS TIM”, would the celebration drink be here?
After Matthew, Mark and John, which Gospel is missing?
You could put salt on your food, but this name implies what other condiment?
This small house is something to get your teeth into?
What might sell Apples but not fruit, Macs but not raincoats?
Do ”ACTORS PRANCE” on their floor coverings?
Who is a member of the fsb?
What do you want here “MUM -,PIE OR BEER”?
Where would you get a precious jewel from the East?
Up ahead, you espy the Greek God of agricultural fertility?
When was the Industrial & Provident Societies Act passed? in
Who architects excellence in flavoursome fancies?
Who grows vegetables and fills classrooms?
What local number would you ring to book a manicure?
Where would you take the fast ferry to Calcutta?
Elizabeth Taylor famously had one of these.
This place is definitely not for nightmarish portals.
It would be Providential to find the date.
Does this sign post the way to where the Simpsons live?
Do they bring home the bacon by reducing the hurdle height?
Break the staying conditions will “SEE THEIR CASH” rise?
“IN A REHEARSAL,TOM” might need an antenna?
Is this place a bit more upper crust than margarine?
Do “PRINCESSES EAT” curries here?
This meaty clue sounds like a French exotic bird.
Sounds like a non-shiny decorating product!
Their logo could have been a 3-times-3 matrix.
Holland laid it, but who was the architect?
Is this where you get half cut?
Oh, ”L BAKE A CHOC BAR” to satisfy late night hunger?
Can “ACID ABSORPTION” improve your outlook on the world?
Where would you find the gorgeous seraphim?
Heavens above - what’s missing from the old clock?
When did Samuel Faram finish the job?
An earlier date is what we’re craving, over a door for saving.
Does mixing in a “P” make garments less “SEVERE”?
Their pricing policy might be “FAT COCO FEES”
John Wilkes Booth founded the movement for which shop?
It’s a universal challenge, so look out for a Celestial Cluster
In what year did a Northern beauty queen do some laying?
What do the CVS invest in?
What’s missing at 15 Flatfields House (to dodge ancient tax)?
FP – but what’s the associated number?
Where would you find something to share and adore?
Traders (& 10cc) might shuffle their money around here.
Don’t press it, you might get burnt.
Do Chris Farlow, Rod Stewart & the Stereophonics shop here?
If silence loses, what triumphs?
You’ll only get stony stares from these two?
This domicile is really convenient.
Van Gogh might have done the painting here?
It sounds like this could lead to melted ice-cream!
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Dingle Cottages
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The Cake House
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Midnight Cottage
Cutter’s Cottage
The Peace Pole
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St Luke
Pepper (coffee Lounge)
Cottage Dental
Laptop Shop
Acorn carpets
Blackfriars Regis
Beer Emporium
Oriental Pearl
Demeter
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Good Taste Cake Design
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Ganges Express
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Notes (marked with an asterisk *)
7* This clue is on the cast grid cover on the ground just behind Williams. It originally said just “R &
B”, but the cover has been changed. The new version still says “R & B” but now includes
“Chamber” – both categories of music and hence both acceptable answers.
24* This clue refers to the name plate on the wall of the dental surgery on Crown Bank. However,
after the quiz was set, the outside of the building was stripped for redecorating. Although a new
name plate is now back, it was missing for a significant part of the time that the Treasure Hunt was
open. The clue has therefore been discounted from the final tallies (but congratulations to those
determined folk either remembered it or looked it up, getting it right anyway when it was missing).
27* This was the commonest error, with lots of people putting “Cutting Edge” as the answer. The
correct answer, “Cutters Cottage” was less easy to see, but is clearly referenced in the question
(small house is a synonym for cottage).
43* This was the second most common error. Some people just put “Ganges”, but the clue points
to the proper answer of Ganges Express.
66* This question should have read as “John William Booth”, not “John Wilkes Booth” (the
infamous assassin of Abraham Lincoln (and not JR, as someone helpfully suggested). No-one got
it wrong!

